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Abstract: Near-surface typhoon wind field simulation is a key method for high-precision typhoon 16 

hazard assessment and is of great significance for disaster forecast, loss risk assessment and emergency 17 

management. The terrain correction method for regional large-scale wind field simulation has a single 18 

correction method, which cannot satisfy the requirements of refined risk assessment. This paper aims to 19 

use the accuracy advantage of the fluid dynamics mechanism model (CFD, computational fluid dynamics) 20 

in small-scale wind speed simulation and obtain a terrain correction method suitable for regional large-21 

scale wind field simulation by extracting the spatial change law of the wind speed under complex terrain. 22 

Among them, typical mountains with different cross-sectional shapes and different slopes are used to 23 

characterize the undulating terrain, and the CFD model is used to simulate and analyze the wind speed 24 

changes on the upwind slope, mountain top area, leeward slope, and downwind area under different initial 25 

wind speeds. The wind speed at these locations has a good quantitative relationship with the initial wind 26 

speed. Combined with the common building wind load codes in China, the wind speed correction 27 

algorithm suitable for large-scale complex terrain has been supplemented and improved. Taking 28 

Typhoon 0713 as an example, a near-surface typhoon wind field simulation was performed. Compared 29 

with other models, the accuracy of the simulation results of terrain correction by the method provided in 30 

this article has increased by 15-19.9%. The CFD-based typhoon disaster near-surface wind field can 31 

more accurately reflect the spatial distribution and intensity of typhoon wind hazards under large-scale 32 

complex terrain. It can provide technical support for the loss risk prediction and assessment of forest 33 

resources, mountain forestry economy, crops and other disaster-bearing bodies in typhoon disasters. 34 

Keywords: CFD; Near-surface wind field; Wind speed terrain correction; Typhoon disaster 35 

1 Introduction 36 

Typhoon wind fields can reflect the difference in the spatial range and intensity of typhoon hazard 37 

factors (Fang Weihua and Lin Wei 2013). Therefore, typhoon wind field simulation is an important 38 

prerequisite for performing typhoon disaster numerical forecasting and loss risk estimation (Li Qian et al. 39 

2005). At present, the hazard assessment of Chinese typhoon hazards is often based on the CMA tropical 40 
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cyclone best path dataset provided by the China Meteorological Administration, which uses the central 41 

pressure and maximum wind speed data to simulate wind fields mainly for larger-scale typhoon hazards 42 

analysis or to study the evolution of typhoon paths (Ou Jinping et al. 2002). Human and social and 43 

economic disaster-bearing bodies that often suffer losses due to typhoon disasters are on the surface, so 44 

high-precision typhoon wind field simulation research for near-surface disaster-bearing bodies is of great 45 

significance. 46 

The temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of hazard factors are affected by regional 47 

differences in the disaster environment. For the hazard factor wind in typhoon disasters, its distribution 48 

is greatly affected by the terrain, surface roughness and other surface conditions (Alexander D. 2000). 49 

When air flows through hillsides, valleys and other terrains, the wind speed will significantly accelerate 50 

or decelerate (Ngo T.T and Letchford C.W 2009 ) At present, most engineering wind load calculations adopt 51 

the topographic factor correction method in the wind load codes of various countries (Maharani Y N 2018). 52 

To ensure the safety of engineering buildings, the wind load codes of various countries mainly focus on 53 

the acceleration effect of the terrain on the wind field; this may also be due to the safety of project site 54 

selection, so wind load codes are mostly applicable to areas with slopes below 16° (Building Structure 55 

Load Code [S]. GB50009-2012.). The terrain correction of wind speed based on wind load specifications 56 

ignores the deceleration effect of the leeward slope and reduces the uplift acceleration effect of the steep 57 

terrain. This assumption will lead to serious underestimation or overestimation of risks when conducting 58 

disaster risk analyses. 59 

For wind field simulations of complex terrain, the application of a fluid dynamics mechanism model 60 

(CFD, computational fluid dynamics) can accurately reflect the airflow characteristics (Takanori Uchida. 61 

2018) and the flexibility and low cost of numerical simulation make this method the main method to 62 

study the law of wind speed changes. Kang Shun et al. (2009) studied the influence of terrain slope, 63 

ground roughness, and atmospheric boundary layer on the wind speed of circular steep slope terrain and 64 

confirmed the feasibility of CFD for wind farm terrain turbulence. Griffiths et al. (2010) used 65 

atmospheric models and CFD to simulate mountain airflows under different slope terrains and verified 66 

that the simulation results of the two models were closer when the slope increased. However, due to the 67 

complex design of CFD and the large amount of calculation, it is mainly used for microscale airflow 68 

field simulation (C. K. Cheng et al. 2005). Scholars have conducted research on the applicability of wind 69 

load codes in various countries. Chen Ping (2007) used CFD modeling to simulate and analyze the wind 70 

field under two-dimensional terrain with different slopes. Ishihara et al. studied the wind speed 71 

distribution of the three-dimensional terrain at the top, side and foot of the mountain (1999), they found 72 

that the wind speed near the foot of the windward slope decreased, but the wind speed at the top and side 73 

of the mountain significantly increased, and the wind speed at the top increased by 50-60%. Li Zheng 74 

Liang reviewed the impact of the typical terrain on near-ground wind fields (2010), conducted an in-75 

depth comparison and analysis of current wind load codes in various countries, and found that the 76 

formulation of codes in various countries was basically identical, but the models that proposed the impact 77 

of terrain on wind fields were different. Shen Guohui used the CFD simulation method to study the wind 78 

field of single and double hills (2016); they found that the acceleration effect at half-hill height above 79 

the top of the mountain was weakened, and the acceleration effect of the cross-direction wind was greater 80 

than that of the wind direction. In summary, previous studies have confirmed the feasibility of CFD, and 81 

some refinements and extensions of wind speed and terrain correction have been proposed. However, 82 

due to the large spatial scale affected by typhoon disasters, CFD is difficult to directly apply, so a 83 

complete typhoon wind field model combined with CFD has not been formed. 84 
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In summary, the direct use of CFD to perform large-scale typhoon wind field simulations requires 85 

a large amount of calculation and is time-consuming, while the accuracy of wind speed simulations with 86 

reference to building wind load specifications is insufficient. This paper is based on the CFD simulation 87 

of a small-scale complex terrain wind speed field, extracts the wind speed characteristic curve under 88 

typical terrain conditions, and combines the wind load specification to improve the large-scale complex 89 

terrain influencing factor algorithm, which improves the simulation accuracy of the near-surface typhoon 90 

wind field and provides technical support for the numerical evaluation of typhoon disaster risk. 91 

2. Materials and Methods 92 

2.1 Data Source 93 

(1) Typhoon path data 94 

The historical typhoon sample data come from the CMA tropical cyclone best path dataset released 95 

by the China Meteorological Administration. This dataset includes all tropical cyclone information 96 

generated in the Northwest Pacific since 1949. 97 

(2) Measured wind speed data at weather stations 98 

The measured wind speed data of meteorological stations come from the daily value datasets of 99 

basic meteorological elements of China's national ground meteorological stations. 100 

(3) Basic data 101 

Including DEM data (Aster), land use data (Base on POI (Dong L 2021)). 102 

2.2 Research methods 103 

This paper uses CFD to simulate the wind speed of different mountains and extracts the wind speed 104 

change rule as the typhoon disaster terrain influence factor algorithm. Based on the CMA typhoon path 105 

information, the Holland parametric wind field model with the provisions of the "Building Structure 106 

Load Code GB50009-2012" simulates the near-surface wind field of the typhoon disaster and verifies it 107 

with the measured data from the weather station. 108 

109 

Figure 1. Methodological procedures of the research. 110 

2.2.1 CFD Technique and Set-up 111 

To explore the general laws of the changes of different mountain customs, this article sets different 112 

slope variation ranges (tanα=0.17~1, i.e., the angle is 10°,20°,30,°45°), and different cross-113 

sectional shapes (parabolic, Gaussian, cosine) ( LI Z L et al. 2016). In total, there are 12 mountain models 114 
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for CFD numerical simulation. Using different initial wind speeds (15 m/s, 30 m/s) as the input, test 115 

points are arranged on the surface of the mountain to test the simulated wind speed, and the general law 116 

of wind speed changing with the ups and downs of the mountain is summarized. Furthermore, the test 117 

points are partitioned, and the wind speeds at the foot of the windward slope, the top of the mountain, 118 

and the foot of the leeward slope are counted. It is stipulated that 𝑉ℎ =η ∗ 𝑉0, where 𝑉ℎ is the near-119 

surface wind speed affected by the terrain, 𝑉0 is the near-surface free wind speed not affected by the 120 

terrain, and η is the terrain influence factor, which represents the degree of change in wind speed due 121 

to terrain undulations. 122 

2.2.2 Gradient wind field model 123 

For typhoon disasters, it is generally believed that when the height above the ground is 300～550 124 

m, the wind speed is no longer affected by the surface roughness and topography; i.e., the so-called 125 

"gradient wind speed" is reached (Building Structure Load Code). In this paper, a mature and easy-to-126 

calculate Holland parameterized circularly symmetrical wind field is selected to simulate the gradient 127 

wind speed (Holland G J 1980), and the wind field equation is: 128 𝑉𝑔 =  √(𝑝𝑛 − 𝑝𝑐)
𝐵𝜌𝑎 (𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑟 )𝐵 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑟 )𝐵 + (

𝑟𝑓2 )2 − 𝑟𝑓2        (1) 129 𝑅𝑀𝑊 = −18.04𝑙𝑛∆𝑝 + 110.22                           (2) 130 𝐵 = 1.38 − 0.00184∆𝑝 + 0.00309𝑅MW                    (3) 131 

In Formula (1), 𝑉𝑔 is the gradient wind speed at a certain point in the typhoon range, 𝑝𝑛 is the air 132 

pressure at the periphery not affected by the typhoon, 𝑝𝑐  is the central air pressure of the typhoon, 133 𝑅𝑀𝑊 is the maximum wind speed radius, 𝜌𝑎 is the air density, 𝑓 is the Corio benefit parameter, 𝑟134 

is the distance between the calculated point and the typhoon center, and parameter 𝐵  is the shape 135 

parameter of the typhoon. The estimation of RMW parameters refers to the empirical formula of Lin Wei 136 

et al. (2013) based on JTWC data fitting, and parameter B is calculated using the method proposed by 137 

Vickery et al. (Vickery P J and Dhiraj W 2008). These two calculation methods have high applicability in 138 

the Northwest Pacific. 139 

2.2.3 Boundary layer model 140 

In the near-surface disasters caused by strong winds, ground friction cannot be ignored, and 141 

different surface roughness values will further affect the spatial distribution of wind speed. When the 142 

pressure field does not change with height, the wind speed mainly depends on the ground roughness and 143 

vertical temperature gradient, and the wind speed change law at different heights generally conforms to 144 

the exponential law in Formula 4. Here, 𝑎 is the ground roughness index corresponding to the four types 145 

of land use (sea, rural, urban, and metropolitan center), 𝑣𝑧 is the gradient wind speed at different heights 146 

corresponding to different land use types, and 𝑣10 is the wind speed at a height of 10 m: 147 𝑣𝑧 = 𝑣10(
𝑧10)𝑎      (4) 148 

149 

In summary, using the terrain correction factor calculation model based on the CFD simulation results, 150 

high-altitude gradient layer wind field model and boundary layer model, a refined typhoon near-surface 151 

wind field model was constructed. 152 
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3. Results and analysis 153 

3.1 CFD simulation results and terrain factor calculation 154 

3.1.1 Analysis of the Change in Mountain Wind Speed Based on CFD 155 

In the process of using CFD to simulate the wind speed, since typhoon wind fields are mostly 156 

used at a height of 10 meters near the ground in practice, the gradient wind speed reference high speed 157 

is set to 10 meters; considering the surface coverage characteristics of multi-vegetation in the mountains 158 

of southern China, the surface roughness parameter is set to 0.15 (LOU W J et al. 2016). Figure 2 shows 159 

the wind speed changes of the three cross-sectional mountains under different slope scenarios when 15 160 

m/s and 30 m/s are used as free wind speed inputs: 161 

162 

Figure 2. CFD mountain wind speed simulation results 163 

At the peak and foot of the mountain, the results show that under the two input wind speed 164 

conditions, the wind speed significantly changes when the height of the mountain increases and decreases. 165 

The wind speed significantly increases when the wind approaches the apex of the three types of 166 

mountains; when the total length of the mountain is identical, a greater a slope of the mountain (a larger 167 

height) corresponds to a more obvious increase in wind speed at the apex. At the foot of the windward 168 

slope and leeward slope, the wind speed decelerates, and the deceleration amplitude is related to the slope. 169 
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A greater slope corresponds to a more obvious deceleration. When the slope of the mountain exceeds 16° 170 

(tanα > 0.3), the trend of wind speed changing with the mountain does not change, which is similar to 171 

the law of the overall wind speed of a mountain with a slower slope. 172 

On the hillside, the wind speed distribution on the windward and leeward slopes is closer to the top 173 

of the mountain and exhibits a symmetrical shape. Outside of its scope, the two wind speed distributions 174 

are different: the wind speed shows an overall increasing trend from the foot of the windward slope to 175 

the top of the mountain, and only the Gaussian mountain first decreases and subsequently increases when 176 

the slope is large. The wind speed at the foot of the leeward slope tends to rise; i.e., the wind speed on 177 

the leeward slope first decreases and subsequently increases. However, in most cases, the magnitude of 178 

the change is small, and the change is more obvious only when the slope exceeds 30°. 179 

On the whole, the distribution of wind speed is very similar to the shape of the mountain itself; i.e., 180 

the terrain correction factor is not simply a continuous linear change with the distance of the peak of the 181 

mountain but changes with the shape of the mountain. 182 

3.1.2 CFD-based terrain factor 183 

Based on 24 sets of wind speed simulation results performed by CFD, quantitative analysis was 184 

performed, and the wind speed change characteristics were extracted from a statistical viewpoint. For the 185 

foot of the windward slope and the foot of the leeward slope, we selected the minimum wind speeds that 186 

occurred in these two areas, calculated the ratio of the input wind speed, i.e., the terrain correction 187 

coefficient (η), and combined η with the slope, mountain height and other variables. The fitting was 188 

performed, and the calculation formula of the terrain correction coefficient was obtained. For mountain 189 

apexes, the existing correction method can reflect the characteristics of wind speed changes within its 190 

scope of application. Based on the characteristics, setting the slope correction coefficient provides a more 191 

detailed correction plan for mountains with slopes greater than 17° (tanα>0.3). Since the difference in 192 

wind speed is affected by different mountain shapes, the calculation method of η on the slope is 193 

changed to vertical interpolation to highlight the difference in influence of different mountain shapes on 194 

the wind speed and make it closer to the real wind speed distribution. Due to the shielding effect of the 195 

mountain, the wind speed in the flat area behind the leeward slope of the mountain maintains a 196 

deceleration trend of a certain distance. The specific calculation method is shown in Table 1:197 

Table 1 Redefinition η calculation method based on CFD 198 

Terrain Specific 

location 

Calculation method 

Mountain Windward 

slope 

At the foot of the windward slope, the value of η is 0.62− 0.7 ∗ tanα+

0.54（
hH), where h is the elevation value of the foot of the windward slope, and H is 

the total height of the mountain. The windward slope is vertically interpolated with 

the upper and lower limits of η at the top and foot of the windward slope. The 

interpolation model is  η𝑐 = η𝑓 +
|ℎ|𝐻 (η𝑡 − η𝑓). 

Mountain 

top 

η = 1 + k ∗ m ∗ tan𝛼 (1− 𝑧2.5𝐻) , Given different conversion values m for 

different slope intervals. Within a slope range of 17 degrees to 45 degrees m 

temporarily set to 1.2. 

Leeward At the foot of the leeward slope, the value of η is 0.62-0.7*tanα+0.54（h/H), 
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slope Vertical interpolation is still used on the slope. It needs to be pointed out that the 

wind speed at the foot of the leeward slope has a small rise, which is ignored for 

simplified calculations on a large scale. 

Affected 

area 

Downwind 

area 

From the foot of the leeward slope to the downwind area approximately 15 

times the height of the mountain (Cheng H et al. 2015), the correction coefficient 

gradually rises to 1, which means it is out of the influence of the terrain. 

In addition to the mountain terrain in Table 1, for other undulating terrains such as canyons and 199 

basins, refer to the recommended values in the "Building Structure Load Code". 200 

201 

3.2 Simulation of near-surface typhoon wind field 202 

3.2.1 Typhoon wind field simulation results 203 

The near-surface wind field of Typhoon "Weipa" (ID is 0713) was simulated using the gradient 204 

wind field model, boundary layer model and terrain factor calculation model modified by CFD. The 205 

result is shown in Fig. 6. A higher wind speed occurred near the typhoon landing point in Cangnan 206 

County and Pingyang County in southern Zhejiang Province at 75.42 m/s. This area is near the typhoon 207 

landing center, the terrain is relatively undulating, and the buildings are relatively sparse, which further 208 

increases the near-surface wind speed of the typhoon. The area with lower wind speed is located in the 209 

western part of Shandong Province. When the typhoon center passes through this area, the intensity is 210 

already weak. The area is inland, flat and densely populated with cities and towns, which further 211 

decreased the near-surface wind speed of the typhoon. 212 
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213 

3.2.2 Verification of typhoon wind field simulation results 214 

To verify the simulation effect of the CFD-based wind field model, the wind speed recorded at 499 215 

stations and the simulation results during the duration of typhoon 0713 were used for point-to-point 216 

verification, and there were 487 valid data points. The maximum absolute difference between the CFD-217 

based typhoon wind field model simulation results and the actual wind speed measured by the weather 218 

station is 15.2 m/s, and the minimum is 0.15 m/s. The average error rate of all weather stations is 26.6%, 219 

and the variance of the error rate is 5.3. To verify the effect of the CFD-corrected terrain factor calculation 220 

model on the simulation accuracy, the results of various commonly used models are further compared, 221 

as shown in Table 2. 222 

223 

Table 2 Verification and comparison of the wind field simulation results 224 

Models Absolute value of maximum wind 

speed difference (m/s) 

Average error 

rate (%) 

Error 

variance 

Gradient wind field model 45.76 100.4 79.76 

Typhoon wind field model ignoring 28.1 46.5 34.2 
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the influence of terrain (Holland G J 

2008) 

Typhoon wind field models based on 

building codes (Building Structure 

Load Code 2012) 

22.7 41.6 25.1 

Typhoon Near Surface Wind Field 

Based on CFD 

15.2 26.6 5.3 

Compared with the simulation results that ignore the terrain and the commonly used simulation 225 

results, the average error rate of the CFD-based typhoon wind field model has decreased by 19.9% and 226 

15%, and the absolute difference of the maximum wind speed has decreased by 46% and 33%. 227 

To further explore the simulation effect of the wind field model based on CFD, Zhejiang Province 228 

with undulating terrain, Jiangsu Province with mainly flat terrain, and Shandong Province with balanced 229 

terrain are separately selected for the wind speed analysis. The measured wind speed and simulated wind 230 

speed of the weather stations are compared in Figure 4. 231 

232 

Figure 4. Typhoon (0713) near-surface typhoon wind field 233 

234 

Taking topography as the main difference factor for analysis, the average error rate of 62 235 

meteorological stations in Zhejiang Province is 39%. Compared with other models with error rates of 236 

111.2% and 90.23%, the simulation accuracy is significantly improved, but the overall error rate is 237 

relatively high within the range of typhoon 0713. Based on the analysis of DEM data and land use data, 238 

the main errors of Zhejiang’s internal wind speed simulation appear in the mountainous areas of western 239 

Zhejiang, mainly in mountain basins and canyons, which indicates that the existing CFD-based typhoon 240 

wind field model is insufficient for the correction of blocked terrain. For Jiangsu and Shandong provinces, 241 

where the terrain is flat and the terrain is relatively balanced, the simulation errors are 21.4% and 18.9%, 242 

respectively, which are better than the simulation results of all affected areas. 243 

For the entire process of typhoon 0713, the intensity of the typhoon successively decreases in 244 

Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shandong. In Zhejiang, where the typhoon intensity is strong, the absolute value 245 

of the wind speed is relatively large, and a small change in topographical influence factor will worsen 246 

the simulation results. With large changes, the error distribution between simulation results and the true 247 

value is more scattered than the distribution in the other two provinces. In Jiangsu and Shandong 248 

provinces, where typhoons are weaker, they are more concentrated. 249 
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4 Discussion 250 

Mainly consider the influence and effect of terrain correction on large-scale typhoon wind field 251 

simulation. Therefore, in the process of simulating wind speed of typical terrain through CFD, only one 252 

common roughness parameter suitable for common land use types is used, and the influence of complex 253 

roughness on wind speed is not considered. . 254 

Compared with other models, the simulation accuracy of the results of the method in this paper is 255 

greatly improved in mountainous areas and areas with high terrain complexity, but the error in areas with 256 

relatively flat terrain remains high. On one hand, the CFD-based terrain correction factor is more 257 

applicable to areas with large terrain undulations than the usual correction methods; on the other hand, 258 

the influence of the terrain on the wind speed in real situations is very complicated, such as the mutual 259 

influence between mountains. 260 

Other possibilities for errors include the following: areas dominated by plains may be more 261 

susceptible to the roughness of different land use types. In the gradient layer wind field model, when the 262 

typhoon center pressure is high and the typhoon intensity is weak, the wind speed simulation value tends 263 

to be low. 264 

In general, the simulation results of the typhoon wind field model based on the CFD terrain 265 

correction can accurately reflect the spatial difference and range of typhoon wind hazard factors, which 266 

are greatly improved compared to the conventional typhoon wind field model, especially when the terrain 267 

is undulating. The area is more significant. The results of this paper can provide technical support or 268 

reference for typhoon disaster risk assessment, loss risk assessment and its application. 269 

5 Conclusion 270 

After using CFD to perform large-scale typhoon wind field simulation and calculation, we find 271 

problems such as overestimation or underestimation of the wind speed in the terrain correction method 272 

referring to the building wind load specification. This thesis combines the advantages of CFD simulation 273 

of a small-scale complex terrain wind speed field with the calculation characteristics of a large-scale 274 

terrain correction method in wind load. We also propose a large-scale complex terrain correction method 275 

to simulate the near-surface typhoon wind field. The main conclusions are as follows: 276 

1) Based on CFD to simulate the wind field distribution of small-scale terrain with 4 different 277 

shapes, 4 different slopes, and 2 initial wind speeds, the wind speed distribution at the peak and 278 

foot of the mountain is directly related to the slope of the mountain, and the wind speed 279 

distribution on the slope shows similar regularity. 280 

2) CFD simulation results for typical topographic data for statistical analysis show that the 281 

windward foot summit point, which is characterized in leeward wind speed corresponding to 282 

the foot of the topographical features, yields better indicator fitting results. Compared with the 283 

terrain correction method in the building structure load code, the method in this paper can more 284 

accurately express the wind speed distribution and changes. 285 

3) For typhoon wind field terrain correction based on CFD simulation, a larger scale wind field 286 

can characterize the spatial distribution and intensity differences and more substantially 287 

improve the simulated near-surface region of the wind typhoon. Compared with the simulation 288 

results of the typhoon wind field that ignores the influence of terrain and load codes, the 289 

accuracy improves by 19.9% and 15%, respectively. 290 

291 

292 
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